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Week Date
1 3 Oct   Introduction
2 10 Oct Communication as 

structure3 17 Oct

4 24 Oct Communication as 
ritual5 31 Oct

6 7 Nov Communication as 
performance7 14 Nov

8 21 Nov Communication as 
discourse9 28 Nov 

10 5 Dec Student presentations
11 12 Dec Individual tutorials



ActivityActivityActivityActivity 1. Assignment
Organise yourselves in groups of 4 to 5 

people.
Meet at least once to brainstorm your 

assignment one. 

Assignment one: as a group, choose 
two celebrities. Compare and 
contrast their communication 

strategies.

2. Readings
Tyler, I. and B. Bennett (2010) “Celebrity Chav: Fame, Femininity and 

Social Class” European Journal of Cultural Studies 13
Online

Communication 
as ritual 2

Mythology 
Authenticity 



Levi-Strauss’cultural anthropology

Myths as universal narrative functions

Myth is a way of reconciling and mediating disturbing 
binary oppositions:

good/bad mother 
life/death 
“Born this Way” intro http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wV1FrqwZyKw

madonna/whore
celebrity/mother
authentic/fake 
“Substitute for love” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKIZ6xJVlG0

Barthes: mythology and ideology

Modern myths are 
created by overlaying 
the sign with an extra 
hidden-in-plain-sight 
significance

Myths are naturalised by 
the dominant class for 
ideological reasons

Can you think of an example 
of modern myth? What 

function does it fulfill?



Religion as Mythology

The narrative of celebrities fulfils a 
religious function

Celebrity as religious image: icon

Taboo: “sacred/forbidden”
Sacrilege and scandal

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqrrmev4mA “Alejandro”

Magic beliefs provide a sense of 
control over unpredictable events

ActivityActivityActivityActivity

In pairs, think of narratives 
connected to celebrities. 

What do they tell us about 
what we want to believe, 

and what we identify with? 
Pick at least one female 

celebrity, and a male one.

Be prepared to report your 
findings to the class



Celebrity cult

“the popular imagination 
combines folktale elements with 
the consumption of still and 
moving images to mythologize 
real life female celebrity figures.”
(Woolf 2006) 

Archetipal narratives

Powerful myths 

Blank canvas for us 
to project narratives 

Identification and 
desire

Who is in control?

Passive celebrity marketing or 
active  image management?

Accumulation of visual images:  
- to objectify
- to explore celebrity’s own self

Camera: 
- Male gaze (control and desire)
- Enabler of mythical self-creation 

19th. C.: mass diffusion of visual images



Communication 
as ritual 2

Mythology
Authenticity 

Image (self)-management
Celebrity public relations practice 
based on a particular genre of 
personal disclosure

Key strategy: linking celebrity with 
moral credibility, “authenticity”

Celebrity persona: a performance 
that is not acting

- A morally authentic public identity 
based on "good causes“

- The authored fiction of  “true self”
and "ordinariness" 



Mediated identity 
perceived as “authentic”

“The projection of a 
public image can 

simultaneously 
amount to a way of 

‘being yourself’
“(Tolson 2001: 444)

ActivityActivityActivityActivity

Watch the following Madonna clip 
carefully. Note down the moments 
of “authenticity”. What happens? 

What is being represented? What is 
visible? What is hidden?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WmxSGHs3bc

Be ready to discuss your findings.



The performance of being yourself
The fiction of a “true self”

“Be yourself”: the neoliberal 
narrative of individuality, 
personal responsibility, risk, 
underwrites the focus on 
“good causes”

“for not only does the 
humanitarian cause appear to 
transcend narrow political and 
cultural interests; it also takes 
the form of a popular 
mediated response to a 
mediated public concern”
(Tolson 2001: 456)

“marketing for Universal has 
teamed with marketing firms like 
Flylife for Gaga's outreach to the 
gay community … you can’t buy 

that kind of authenticity”



Lady Gaga's a Fake & You aren't great - By K.S.Zacharias

Listen up all you monsters. You know who you are — Lady Gaga is 
a fake. There is nothing, I repeat, nothing authentic about her,
not even her ability to bamboozle you… Lady Gaga needs you 
to pay attention to her in the worst way…

Lady Gaga goes around spouting all this ridiculous rot: I want 
people to walk around delusional about how great they can be 
– and then to fight so hard for it every day that the lie becomes
the truth.

What Lady Gaga is good at — really good at — is not her music 
as much as it is her marketing. She says it best herself: ”I’m telling 
you a lie in a vicious effort that you will repeat my lie over and 
over until it becomes true.” …

To be sure, Lady Gaga wasn’t born that way. She has a multi-
million dollar marketing machine that works full-time creating the 
image that she was born this way.

JB - Comment  to K.S.Zacharias’ blog post

Under no circumstances is this report at all ethical or 
balanced. It is a gripe at a famous figure and its 
followers and a ridiculous emphasis of ‘I woke up 
today and thought I would write about Gaga and 
her little Hitler’s’. I ACTUALLY thought this was written 
by a teenager, showing more support for Katy Perry 
or Justin Bieber and snagging down Gaga. The 
entirety of the article is a fabrication on one 
woman’s undoubtedly vicious attack on someone 
who is not only reshaping the music industry, but also 
the charitable industry also. Karen, you're article is 
quintessentially a deeming mess. You penalise and 
judge so incoherently, with the WORSE researching 
ever and justification on all counts here, do NOT 
support this article. It is a personal gripe at a famous 
figure.
There is just so much fabrication and no fact. 



Angela - Comment  to K.S.Zacharias’ blog post

There's no question as to whether she is fake or not, any 
intelligent person who knows what they're talking about would 
also know that "it's showbiz", this facade is nothing more than 
a character, or role she's playing. That's the point of the 
costumes and makeup and pretty much the act you puts on 
in front of the camera. But she's probably a lot smarter than 
most pop singers because yes, she can market herself as a 
"trend" by portraying someone whom her fans can emulate, 
dress a bit more bold and charismatic, and label as having 
"shock value“ …

She was smart enough to do what showbiz is all about. Putting 
on a great performance. I wonder if you would attack the 
intentions or motives of julia roberts, she portrays herself as a 
hooker, but she's really not a hooker, or did you just write it off 
because it's a character in a movie.

For next 
week

1. Assignment one
Read carefully the above excerpts 

from a blog discussing Lady Gaga’s
“authenticity” and “fakery”. In pairs, 
relate the excerpts to the concepts 

of authenticity, image 
management, being yourself, 

performance.
Post your reflections on the blog. 

2. Assignment two
Referring to the materials covered 

in the module so far, list three points 
or concepts you understood, and 

explain them in your own words. 
Then, list three things you didn’t 

understand. 
Be as specific as possible.

Post your reflections on the blog.

2. Readings
Woolf, J. (2007) “Not the girl but the legend: mythology, 

photography and the posthumous cult of Diana” (Online)


